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Unity 2d endless runner tutorial

The home stretch! All we need now is for the player to die and not a break in the code. That, and we're going to need a second scene, to present that the game is over and offer the opportunity to play again. Let's add this scene to the build before we start the new scene. From the File drop-down menu, select Build
settings. In the dialog box that opens, click the Add Stream button and make sure the scene has a #zero scene. Close the dialog box. Be sure to save the current scene, and then select a new scene. Name the GameOver scene and put it in the Assets folder. Add a GUIText object from the GameObject pop-up menu. In
the supervisor, change the anchor to the top center and the alignment to the center. Also change the font size to 20 and the color to black. Back in the scene, drag the sticky note notes_score the scene and place it roughly in the center, use the game window to see what it will look like. Do the same with Sprite playing
over, just leave it where it looks good. Create a gameOver script in the script folder, like this one. Using UnityEngine; Using System.Collections; Public level play: mono-beautiful behavior { score int = 0; GUIElement Public Gui; Use this for start void boot () { //get our score from player scoreprefs = PlayerPrefs.GetInt
(score); //multiply by 10 as we did on display score = score * 10; } void OnGUI(){ //set our text to indicate our gui.guiText.= text. shoot a presiding area (); if retry button press load scene 0 game if(GUI. button (new Rect (Screen.width/2-50, Screen.height/2 +150,100,40),try again?)) [The application. LoadLevel(0); } and
exit the if(GUI. button (Rect(Screen.width/2-50, Screen.height/2 +200,100,40),Quit){ Application.Quit(); } } Save it and drag it onto the main camera in our new scene. Almost all of them are finished, we need to add a function to our camera script to move the score forward, and we need to change our destroyer script
where we have the code hack to send us to the GameOver arena. The camera's new script. Using UnityEngine; Using System.Collections; public department pancam : MonoBehaviour { float ydir = 0f; public GameObject player; //for our GUIText object and our GUIElement gui score; Float playerScore = 0; //This function
updates our enormous object in onGUI space(){ gui.guiText.text = score: + ((int)(player score * 10).). } //Camera will be disabled when loading level, set the score in prefs playerprefs void OnDisable(){ PlayerPrefs.SetInt (score,(int)(playerScore)); }// Update is called once in each update frame () {//check that the player
exists and then continue. You get an error when the player dies if (player) { //if the player has passed the x position of -1 and then start moving camera forward with random Y position if (player.transform.position.x &gt; -1) { //update our score every year of the clock playerScore += Time.deltaTime; float = 0f; randy =
Random.Range (0f, 100f); If (horny &lt; 20) { ydir = ydir + .005f; } otherwise if (Randy &gt; 20 &amp; Randy &lt; 40) { ydir = ydir - .005f; } otherwise if (Randy &gt; 80) { ydir = 0f; } transform.position = new vector (transform.position.x + 0.03f, transform.y + ydir, -10); } } Permanent destroyer script using UnityEngine; Using
System.Collections; תירוביצ הקלחמ  תתחשמ   : MonoBehaviour { void OnTriggerEnter2D (Collider2D רחא  ) םא ןקחשכ  גיותמ  עוריאה  תא  ליעפהש  טקייבואה  םא  (} // רחא .tag == Player) { Application.Load רחא  ) םא (; 1) תגרודמ .gameObject.transform.parent) { רחא  ) דמשה .gameObject.transform.parent.gameObject); } דמשה תרחא { 

רחא ).gameObject); } } ! םישדח םיבינגמ  םיקחשמ  המכ  קחשל  תוכחל  לוכי  אל  ינא  ןיכת , ךל  .קולחל  ךירצ  יתייהו  תויהל , ךפה  לכה  טושפ  המכ  דע  םלהב  יתייה  .יליבשב  היה  אל  הז  תוחפל  .ןיינעה  אל  שממ  הז  לבא  םלועב , בוט  יכה  קחשמה  אל  הז  זא  ייקוא , ונליבשב ! טוו  הז ! תא  יתישע  ינא  םג  קחשמ ! תישע  טושפ  התא  הז  תא  תושעל  לוכי  אל  ינא   . המ שחנת 



דועב .דיינ  לע  םידבוע  םיקחשמ  יחתפמ  רובע  דחוימב  בושח  אשונ  והז  .ךלש  םישמתשמה  רובע  תירשפאה  רתויב  הבוטה  היווחה  תא  קפסיש  והשמ  רוציל  ךכבו  הז  רשקהב  רתויב  הבוטה  הרוצב  דובעל  הנכות  לש  םיגוס  וליא  לואשל  לוכי  התא  וז , ךרדב  .ןווכמ  התאש  המרופטלפה  לש  תושלוחהו  תוקזוחה  תא  לוקשל  בושח  דימת  היצקילפא , וא  קחשמ  חותיפ  תעב 
לודג קסע  אוה  םידיינ  םיקחשמ   , the limitations of the platform are very clear: the screen sizes are small, there are no physical buttons and the processing power is modest compared to consoles or PCCs.Some games like 'The Room', 'Angry Birds' or 'Pokemon Go' take advantage of the unique features of mobile platforms

to great effect. These games lend themselves to shorter gameplay sessions and the touchscreen, gyroscope and even GPS as input methods in fascinating ways. Short of developing your own bold new game style though, one of the simplest game styles to emulate that lends itself perfectly to mobile devices is infinite
runner or 'infinite runner'. Endless runners are the ones playing games that have the character running forward endlessly and then throwing obstacles at them along the way for them to hurdle, punch and dodge. What's so great about this style of play is that it often has only one input – tap to jump. Because the character
runs forward on their own, there is no need for directional control. For developers, endless runners are also especially simple to create thanks to the small number of inputs and simple physics as a result. Furthermore, endless runners are often created procedurally - meaning that levels are actually 'random' and don't
need to be manually designed. With that in mind then, Infinite Runner represents the perfect 'first project' for anyone interested in learning game development. It also makes it the perfect choice for tutorial in this post, we'll go through all the steps needed to build a functioning infinite runner who will be almost ready for the
Google Play.Getting store You need to install and set unity, along with the Android SDK and Java JDK. This is a fairly simple process that includes downloading Unity3D.com and then following the installation instructions. You will get JDK from Oracle and it should also be quite simple to install – but pay attention to the
installation routes in both cases. Downloading the Android SDK is a little more complicated but it's also something we've been through many times before on this site. Note that when you set up Unity, you'll have the option to choose which components you want to include in the installation. Make sure that you have ticked
'Support build Android' and 'Microsoft Visual Studio Community 2015'. The latter is an IDE you will use to add the C# code and the first code is what will allow us to build APKs.While you don't need it for this particular project, it might also be a good idea to choose 'standard assets', which will give you a lot of scripts, 3D
models, effects and more that you can play with and use. The last thing you need to do is make sure you tell unity where it can find the SDK. This means switching &gt; Preferences &gt; External tools, and then entering the path into the box next to 'SDK'. Do the same for JDK. You'll then want to launch Unity and create
a new 2-D project. I called mine Ranrell Ranring because apparently I lack imagination this morning... Now we're going to set relatively quickly the pieces we'll need for every basic platformer game. If it seems I'm rushing through some of these steps then that's because I've actually dealt with many of them before on this
site. For a more detailed explanation of how to set up an Android platformer, see my tutorial series. Creating these basic tiles that already feel safe though can follow along with these simple instructions. First, we're going to create an early platform. It will be a basic block that our character will stand on and that then we
can go back again and again throughout the level to create our obstacles. I created a tile that is 50 x 50 pixels and crazy that would be the top layer of the ground, I would call it 'Turf'. Don't drive it in your games, or if you want tips for creating your own Pixel Art, check out the previous post. To import the Sprite into your
unity project, first create a new folder in your assets called a scratch. Right-click the Project window, and then choose &gt; Folder folder and name as needed. You can then drag the sprite into the window from Explorer, or right-click anywhere and select Import New Asset.Select the space sprite in the project window,
and then set Pixels Per Unit to 50 in the Inspector window (left) and click Apply. Now you need to find that if you drop the sprite into the scene view (drag it from the project window), it will perfectly match one of the boxes created by the default grid. These boxes are the only ones in question. Better, if you In sprite in
scene view and then move while holding control, you need to find that it moves in units of whole snaps into place. This means we can now copy and easily paste plenty of platforms around the place while keeping perfect spaces apart. To move elves, make sure you've selected the move tool on the top right – this is the
second one on the left and looks like four arrows. If you find that the discussed are moving too far or not far enough, go to Edit Snap Settings &gt; Make sure Move X and Move Y are set to '1'. After all this works correctly, select the Sprite in Scene view -- not in the Project window -- and then click the button that says
Add Element in the inspector. Select Physics 2D &gt; 2D Accelerator Box and Thin Green Box should appear outside. It's our collision cage and he'll tell the game where the limits of the platform are. It should fit perfectly around the Sprite terrain. Mark Used by Effector. Then click Add Element a second time and choose
Physics &gt; 2D 2D. Untick 'use one way'. Don't worry too much about what it's doing for now, but slee it makes platforms act like platforms – preventing things like excessive friction. Set the scene now before you go to paste these tiles around the level, you go head into the Assets folder again (click 'Assets' in the project
window) and then create another folder called 'Prefabs'. Now, grab your space sprite from the hierarchy on the right -- not from the project window -- and drag it to this folder. While the existing 'Turf' in the Sprites folder is just sprite, the space that is now in the Prefabs folder is GameObject. This means he has all the
characteristics and behaviors we have given him so far in tact – such as his accelerator and its effect. Delete 'Turf' from your hierarchy, and then drag this new space into the scene from the prefabs folder. Now the 'space' that is in your scene is a show of your Turf object. This means that any changes you make to the
pre-invertent will be immediately reflected in all instances. In other words: If you decide you want to change something, you can make a single change before the seasoning and this change will be reflected across all the tiles in your game. Consider it a blueprint or a 'master copy'. That means you're ready now to start
building your level! Copy the Turf object in the scene view, and then paste it and use Ctrl + Drag to create nicely paved platforms. Note: If you are a bit of an OCD like me and you want the tiles to line up perfectly with the grid, then set the position of the first tile x = 0.5 and y = 0.5.Before things start to get too messy, I
recommend tidying up your hierarchy slightly. So, right-click anywhere in this window, and then select Create Blank. It gives birth to an empty game called... Good game. Rename it —in a supervisor or by right-clicking—and call it Tiles. Now drag all Turf tiles in Of this GameObject and they will be arranged beneath it.
There's a small arrow next to tiles on the right and by clicking so you can collapse or expand the category. What's more is that if you move the GameObject 'tiles' around, it will move all the tiles relative to its location. Now we say that our terrain objects are children of the tile object. Keeping things neat and tidy like this is
a good workout and will help us in the long run. It would also be a good idea to save the game at this point, but to do that, you want to create another folder in the properties, this time called 'Scenes'. In unity, level ever works basically like its own program, so instead of saving the project, you really keep the level. After
you create the new folder, you can press Ctrl + S and save your work until Level 1, making sure that it enters the Scenes folder. Adding a character to play and now with it all done, we can finally add an actual character to our game. To do that, we need to create a new Sprite first. As I want to keep nice and easy things to
myself (and you!), I'm going to make it a sprite car. Cars are easy to anime because they have wheels instead of legs and they don't even need jump animation! I choose to put the fellow Android in the driver's seat so that we keep things on the brand and don't forget to use transparency so that the white background is
not included (use Gimp for a free shai tool that will allow you to add transparency). You can then continue to drop your character in the Sprites folder as before and set the pixels per unit to 50. You also want another accelerator. My figure is pretty much a rectangle, so I'm using the box accelerator again. If your sprite is a
more unusual shape, then you may need to use a polygonal accelerator instead. Keep in mind that this is more resource intensive however if you have a lot going on in your game. Make your character an early character, too. While you don't need multiple instances of the player in this project, it's still a good workout and
would come in handy if you had multiple levels. From now on, changes we make to this object will be made through Prefab.and as it just so happens, we need to make another change, which is to add another component. This time, the component will be the one called 'RigidBody2D'. This is actually a script that will
apply basic physics to the character of our player: that is, it will fall until it detects a collision and means it will have characteristics such as momentum and torque. Only we really don't want torque, so you have to tick constraints &gt; freeze Z rotation to keep the car flipping over. You also need to drag the main camera in
your hierarchy window to the Player object (mine is called an 'Android car') so that it becomes a child. Remember when I said earlier that moving the empty Tile GameObject would make all his kids move the same amount? The same effect applies here, meaning the camera will now remain Play and nod every time he
does! Move the camera so that it is positioned right in front of the player. This is an important tip for infinite runner that you need to see what is expected below. With the selected camera, you can now also choose the background color (if you want, you can just place a sprite behind the level) and you can choose the 'size'
which will control how enlarged in everything is. Zooming out will make the game easier because the player will be able to see more, but zooming in will give us a pixel art effect. I've set mine to 3rd and given it a nice light blue background. Acting and scripts we managed to get so far while avoiding doing any
programming but now is the time to get our hands dirty. Fortunately, the code is going to be a lot simpler than usual, given that we don't have to worry about things like walking left or right. First, create a new folder on assets and call it Scripts, and then open that folder and use RMB &gt; Create &gt; C# Script and call this
script 'Player'. Double-click your Player script and it should run Visual Studio to add some code. And by 'some code', I mean this code:Public Class Player : MonoBehaviour { Public Rigid2D rb; void Start() { rb = GetComponent&lt;Rigidbody2D&gt;(); } void Update() { rb.velocity = New Vector (3, rb.velocity.y); } } This code
works by first searching for a rigid-body2D script and then applying a small speed to the X axis. If you want your character to move a little faster—and you do—try setting the speed higher than '1. You can also put this in another method called FixedUpdate, which is not related to the screen refresh rate. Now go back to
unity, select the player prefab from the Prefabs folder, and click Add Component &gt; Scripts &gt; Player through Inspector.Try to hit 'Play' now and you'll find that the character should just move forward at a slow pace until he falls off the platform or maybe stumbles upon something. Note: If your player simply stops for no
apparent reason, it might be caused by an ace problem. Unity currently has a glitch which can cause problems with the tile box accelerator. A solution is to use the edge accelerator for the platforms, or use a polygonal accelerator for your player character to make a very small bump along the bottom. This latest option
will give the player an easy slope that he can use to slide over imperceptible obstacles in the ground now all we have to do is add some kind of input! This input is going to be a simple jump button, which of course needs to be handled by tapping the screen which should only work when the player is actually on the
ground. We'll start by doing it with the space bar, and then we'll the same action to control the screen. First, add the following code to the script above Start &lt;/Rigidbody2D&gt;Transforming the ground Check; Public land floatCheckRadius; What-is-the-ground public layer mask; Private stamp on the ground; Now, add
this line to your update operation. Don't worry if you don't understand what's going on yet; Everything will become clear!on the ground = Physics2D.OverlapCircle (groundCheck.position, groundCheckRadius, whatIsGround); Because onGround is Boolean, it means it may be right or wrong. In this line of code, we declare
that onGround is correct as long as the following statement is true – that groundCheck's location overlaps something made from the same material as the IsGround. We'll prepare these variables in the next steps. First, go back to unity and create a new empty GameObject, which you're going to call to check the ground.
Like a 'main camera', it needs to be done to be a child of the player object and you need to place it so that it is just below the player's accelerator. Now click on the GameObject player (in the hierarchy, not prefab this time) and you should see a number of options in the supervisor. These are the 'public' variables you
added that's true with the first bits of the code. A public variable is a variable that can be accessed by other classes or scripts. You're going to find the option here that says 'ground check' and then you're going to drag the GameObject land check you just created into here. We've defined soil testing as a transformation,
which means it's a set of coordinates. Now, these coordinates will be equal to the coordinates of GameObject.Next, we're going to add a new layer, which basically is a way for us to define roles for different elements in our game. Select each GameObject, and then find the Rewrite Layer option. Click the arrow next to it
to open a drop-down menu, and then select New Layer. This option will take you to a new screen where you can enter a name for Use Layer 8 (or which layer is the first available for editing). Name this 'land', and then return to your Turf in the project window. In the inspector, select the same drop-down menu and this
time select Ground as a layer so that the change is reflected across all your tiles. You'll also need to set the public variable 'what is land' to 'land', which does exactly what it sounds like. Set the Ground Radius to something like .2 or .1, so the circle is very small. Now just add the final line of code to the update method in
the Player script:if (Input.GetKey(KeyCode.Space) &amp; onGround) { rb.velocity = new vector2(rb.velocity.x, 5); } it's just going to add upward momentum to the player whenever the player hits 'space'. As long as the player hits space and onGround is 'right', then momentum is added. Click 'Play' and now the character
will travel along automatically and you can just hit 'space' to cross the gaps. If you prefer to simply copy and paste the entire script, then you can get it here:Public level player : MonoBehaviour { Public Rigid2D rb; Public soil testing; Public land floatCheckRadius; What-is-the-ground public layer mask; Private stamp on
the ground; Use this option for startup void Start() { rb = GetComponent&lt;Rigidbody2D&gt;(); } / Update is called once per void update frame() { rb.velocity = new vector2(3, rb.velocity.y); onGround=Physics2D.OverlapCircle (groundCheck.position, groundCheckRadius, whatIsGround); If (Input.GetKey(KeyCode.Space)
and onGround) { rb.velocity = new vector (rb.velocity.x, 5); } } Right, now we just have to map the same effect to control the screen! Setting it up for Android and here's the really good news: Instead of messing with on-screen controls like we did last time, all we have to do is replace Input.GetKey (KeyCode.Space) with
input. GetMouseButtonDown(0). We can touch anywhere on the screen, because there is only one input, and touching on unity, screen clicking and clicking are exactly the same! Try it and you need to find that clicking on the screen now makes our Android car jump – which means we're ready to do an APK! Fortunately,
Android makes it super simple. Simply save the scene and then choose Settings &gt; Build. Drag the scene you saved correctly into Scenes in Build. When you have multiple scenes, the one in mind will be the one that runs first - so that's where your menu page will go in the future. Now you want to select the platform as
'Android' and then click on 'Switch Platform'. Then, click Player Settings and open several other options in the inspector. Here you can create your own private keymark in your advertising settings and choose a package name as you do on Android Studio. Set The Default Orientation to Landscape Right and select an icon
if you want. Then just click Build and Run and the game will be launched on your Android device – as long as it's connected to the connection. Otherwise, you can choose 'build' to make an APK and then just reboot it on your device. Adding challenge and procedural levels Of course, there are some things missing here,
but they are usually quite simple to fix/add. It would be good if the player 'die' when they fell from the bottom of the screen for example, so we could add that with a few easy lines of code. First, add the following options to the Player script: Private Space OnCollisionEnter2D (Collision2D) { If (collision.gameObject.tag ==
enemy) { rb.transform.position = new vector (-2, 2); } } Now, every time the player encounters an accelerator with the 'enemy' tag, they will die – that is, teleport back to the beginning of the game. So, if you want to make deadly spikes, all you have to do is add the 'enemy' tag – which is very similar to adding new layers.
Also, we can create an empty GameObject with an adring to stretch it along the bottom to make the player die when they fall off the screen. If you want more blood and draw out death, then you can find out how to do it in this post. You can add animations if you want (I spoke &lt;/Rigidbody2D&gt;That's here) to make the
wheels turn for example. You probably want to add a nice background too, etc. But for the most part, now you have a game that plays just like an endless runner! And you can create as many levels as you want (or a very long one) by simply copying and pasting your platforms in any configurations you want. That's how
endless runners like Super Mario Run and Rayman Jungle Run work —using beautifully organized hand-designed levels and challenges. It's also how Tron Run/r works on Steam – my favorite. But if you want to make a more 'pure' infinite runner experience, then you need to make levels and produce themselves on the
fly – they should be 'procedural'. So games like Canabalt work and have many advantages – that is, no two game sessions are never the same and means you never have to design more than one level! To do this, you first want to add scripts to your Turf prefab so that the tiles are destroyed when they go off the edge of
the screen. There are different ways you can do this but a simple option would be to cause them to be destroyed by an accelerator too and then create an invisible 'wall' to the left of the screen. Just add this to the script attached to your script before the tile: Private Space OnTriggerEnter2D (Collision2D) { If
(collision.gameObject.tag == Delete) { Destroy(gameObject); } } } OnTriggerEnter2D is slightly different from OnCollissionEnter2D because it allows other objects to pass through but still registers contact. You'll also need to check the box that says IsTrigger for your Turf seasoning. Make the invisible wall follow the player
by becoming a child of the player GameObject and make sure he is tall enough that tiles cannot pass. Now, when an instance of the tile prefab hits an invisible wall on the left, it will be removed from memory. Of course you have to make sure there are some tiles recreated when the first player starts again after his death
though! Just create another script called 'LevelGenerator' or something like that and attach it to an invisible GameObject somewhere in your scene. It should be a public method called 'Regenerate' which has to call from its own start method and every time the player is killed (just add LevelGenerator.Regenerate(); to your
death sequence). Creating tiles is thankfully very simple. Just use the following code, make sure that grass is a public game object, because you added it as a prefab grass through the inspector:Instantiate(Turf, new vector (-2, 1), gameObject.transform.rotation);if you create a whole row of tiles under the player when
they respawn and have it happen right at the beginning of the game, then you can safely remove the level you designed at the beginning of the game. Meanwhile, this script is also a good place to create new tiles as they appear on the right side of the screen – otherwise we have just built a very short game! I might have
a new tile. Each time the player moves one whole unit to the right and then randomly if that tile is deleted (paying attention if the last tile is also deleted). This is where you have to come up with a balanced algorithm that won't make the game too difficult or too easy and it will make sure that there will never be an
impossible gap to jump. A good way to do this is to start by creating a very simple series of platforms that move up or down by 1 or 2 tiles (depending on how high you can jump) and then removing tiles to increase tapping (instead of trying to draw hard levels with the tiles already missing). Add lines of code to ensure that
the game never deletes more than 3 tiles in a row for example and consider gradually increasing the speed and number of gaps over time to make the game more difficult. Of course, you also need to ensure that the game stays interesting, so consider adding new elements over time, changing the background and
generally rewarding the player for continuing to play. Changing this algorithm is a great way to experience some of the enjoyment of programming. You have all the actual code you need (create a random number with Random.Range (lowest, highest)). As a very simple example, something like this would create a not
particularly fun sequence of platforms to navigate:oldx private float; Some int details are missing; Private floating areaPositionY; Update void () { if (player.transform.position.x &gt;= oldx + 1) { if (Random.Range(1,7) &gt; 3 || how much is missing &gt; 1) { if (Random.Range(1,4) ==2) { turfPositionY = turfPositionY =
turfPositionY = +Random.Range(-3, 3); } slow down (grass, new vector2 (oldx + 11, turfPositionY), gameObject.rotation.transform; } other { how much we answered++; } oldx = player.transform.position.x; but like I said, keep pinching with it and find a formula that keeps pushing the reflexes of your players. Your game is
separate from the crowd. Every game needs a hook! With this basic code though, the possibilities are, well, infinite! Enjoy and let us know in the comments below what you are. Create.
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